Reaction systems were introduced in order to provide an abstract model for the study of the biochemical processes that take place in the living cell. Processes of this kind are the result of the interactions between reactions and may be influenced by the environment. Thus, reaction systems can be considered as a model of (interactive) computation. In previous works, various equivalences defined directly on reaction systems and processes had been proposed and compared. These equivalences were all based on functional equivalence that compares a system's behaviour at every stage of its execution. In this paper, in contrast, we investigate enabling equivalence which focuses on the system behaviour only in specific stages of its evolution, namely those where all of its reactions are active. We discuss the effect of such an approach and, in particular, its relationship to a transition system representation of the system's behaviour.
Introduction
Reaction systems [1] originated as a formal model for the investigation of the functioning of the living cell. They provide a means to investigate the biocomputations that drive natural processes within cells (see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5] ). The model of reaction system presents a conceptual view of the processes resulting from interactions between biochemical reactions. These interactions are driven by two mechanisms, facilitation and inhibition: (products of) reactions may facilitate or inhibit each other. The basic model of reaction systems is a qualitative rather than a quantitative model that abstracts from various features of biochemical reactions. However, it takes into account that the living cell is an open system and its behaviour is influenced by the environment.
Reaction systems have turned out to be an interesting novel model of interactive computation (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] ). Also, in this paper we take such a point of view. The dynamics of reaction systems defines interactive computations (processes) that transit from state to state. In [16] , we have considered various notions of equivalence for reaction systems based directly on the reaction systems as well as on the transition systems that can be associated with their computations. In this paper, we follow up on a suggestion from [16] . There the (direct) equivalences were based on so-called functional equivalence. Here we incorporate the more subtle enabling equivalence, introduced in [17] in the context of evolving reaction systems where the set of reactions of a reaction system may change provided the original and the transformed system are enabling equivalent. Enabling equivalence treats the set of reactions of a reaction system as if it were a single reaction. It thus focuses on the system behaviour only in specific states namely those where all of its reactions are active. We discuss the effect of such an approach and, in particular, its relationship to a transition system representation of the system's behaviour.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce reaction systems together with some examples that will also be of use later in the paper. In particular, we recall the concepts of interactive and context-independent processes and (context-independent) transition systems of reaction systems. The direct equivalences, based on the idea that a reaction system defines a function from states to states, are considered in Section 3. After discussing functional equivalence, process related equivalences, and (the new) transition systems equivalences we move in Section 4 to enabling equivalence. Rather than only relating to the result of the reactions on a state, this equivalence also takes into account whether or not it enables all reactions of the system. As it turns out, context-independence and process equivalence based on enabling equivalence are no longer the same (in contrast to the case that they are based on functional equivalence). We demonstrate how context-independent process equivalence can be characterised in terms of a new kind of transition systems (in which some states are invisible). Section 5 concludes the paper with a brief discussion of what has been achieved.
Preliminaries
We use the standard mathematical notation. Moreover, the projection of a sequence of sets ξ = X 1 . . . X n w.r.t. a set X is the sequence of sets proj X (ξ) = (X 1 ∩ X) . . . (X n ∩ X). The empty sequence is denoted by λ. Note that λ is not the same as the sequence ∅ consisting of a single occurrence of the empty set. In addition, λξ 1 ξ 2 = ξ 1 λξ 2 = ξ 1 ξ 2 λ = ξ 1 ξ 2 , for all sequences ξ 1 and ξ 2 .
A transition system is a pair T = (Q, V ), where Q is a finite set and V ⊆ Q × Q. The set of state sequences of T , denoted by STS(T ), is the set of all finite sequences θ = q 0 q 1 . . . q n (n ≥ 0) of elements of Q such that (q i , q i+1 ) ∈ V for all 0 ≤ i < n. Furthermore, STS q (T ) are all state sequences of T which start from a given q ∈ Q.
Reaction systems
Let S be a finite nonempty set with at least two elements. A reaction (in S) is a triple a = (R, I, P ) such that R, I, and P are nonempty subsets of S with R ∩ I = ∅, respectively called the reactants, inhibitors, and products of a, and denoted by R a , I a , and P a . In the examples, a will be denoted as:
We refer to S as a background set while the elements of a background set are entities; rac(S) denotes the set of all reactions in S.
A reaction a ∈ rac(S) is enabled by X ⊆ S, denoted by en a (X), if R a ⊆ X and I a ∩ X = ∅. 1 The result of a on X is res a (X) = P a if en a (X), and res a (X) = ∅ otherwise. For A ⊆ rac(S), the result of A on X is res A (X) = a∈A res a (X). We also denote
Moreover, A is enabled by X ⊆ S if R A ⊆ X and I A ∩ X = ∅. In other words, all reactions from A are enabled by X. We denote this by en A (X).
A reaction system is a pair A = (S, A), where S is a background set and A ⊆ rac(S) a nonempty set of reactions. The elements of S are called the entities of A. The subsets of S are the states of A. Given a state X ⊆ S, the result of A on X is res A (X) = res A (X).
The running example of this paper illustrates computational applications of reaction systems.
Example 2.1. Consider reaction system A = (S, A) with background set S = {1, 2, 3, 4} and reactions A = {a, b, c} defined as follows:
In this reaction system, entities 3 and 4 are 'dummies', viz. 3 is a universal inhibitor (should never be present) while 4 is a universal reactant (should always be present). The other two entities, 1 and 2, can be seen as representing two bits with the first (least significant) bit being 0 iff 1 is not present in the current state and, similarly, the second bit being 0 iff 2 is not present. Then A can be interpreted as a Gray code [18] . This can be seen by examining the states of A and the results of A on them.
Only states that contain 4 and do not contain 3 enable reactions. These four states are generated cyclically in the order {4} {1, 4} {1, 2, 4} {2, 4}, as shown in Figure 1 . In this diagram, states are depicted as nonagons, while the reactions enabled by a given state are displayed on its outgoing arc. Note that two neighbouring states (sets) differ by exactly one entity coming from {1, 2}, and so they can be seen as representing two consecutive words in a Gray code. ♦ 
Processes and transition systems of reaction systems
A reaction system formalises the 'static structure' of a system. Its dynamics results from the interactions of the reactions. Starting from an initial state, the reactions enabled by the current state produce a result set which then, possibly with context thrown in, forms the next state etc.
An interactive process in a reaction system A = (S, A) is a pair π = (γ, δ) comprising a context sequence γ = C 0 . . . C n and result sequence δ = D 0 . . . D n , where n ≥ 0, C 0 , D 0 , . . . , C n , D n ⊆ S and D i = res A (D i−1 ∪ C i−1 ), for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, STS(π) = W 0 . . . W n , where W i = C i ∪ D i , for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n, is the state sequence of π and W 0 = C 0 ∪ D 0 is the initial state of π. (This is illustrated in Figure 2 .) For a subset X of S, PROC X (A) is the set of all interactive processes in A with initial state X, and PROC(A) = X⊆S PROC X (A). Figure 2 . An interactive process. Hexagons depict its result sequence, while seven-pointed stars depict the context sequence. The labels on the arcs indicate which reactions are enabled in the preceding state.
Context sequences formalise the fact that the behaviour of an open system is influenced by its environment (the 'rest' of a bigger system). An interactive process π is context-independent if C i ⊆ D i , for every i ≤ n. In that case, one may assume that no context is provided i.e., the C i 's are empty. CIPROC(A) is the set of all context-independent interactive processes of A and CIPROC X (A) is the set of context-independent interactive processes of A with initial state X.
Interactive processes are one way of capturing behaviours of reaction systems. Another is provided through transition systems, by viewing the state space of a reaction system A as a finite directed graph with the states of A as its nodes and its edges determined either by the result function res A (in case of context-independent interactive processes) or by the joint effect of res A and the context sets (in case of general interactive processes). This leads to the following definitions.
The context-independent transition system of reaction system A = (S, A) is the transition system
Note that CITS(A) is a proper subgraph of TS(A). Neither of the two transition systems is initialised, as any subset of the background set S can be the first state of an interactive process or a contextindependent interactive process of A.
The soundness of the definitions of TS(A) and CITS(A) is established by relating the state sequences of the interactive processes of A to the state sequences of the two kinds of transition systems.
Proposition 2.2. ([16])
Let A = (S, A) be a reaction system and X ⊆ S. Then:
A direct relationship between reaction systems and transition systems has been studied in the literature, see e.g., [8, 19] . In particular, one can simulate finite transition systems by reaction systems and one can simulate reaction systems by finite transition systems, see e.g., [2, 8] . 
The role of entities 1 and 2 is as before in Example 2.1, viz. they represent two bits in a Gray code. Entities 3 and 4, however, now have a new role. Similarly as Figure 1 , Figure 3 depicts the states of A containing either 3 or 4 and transitions between them. Now one can think of the presence of 4 as indicating a forward listing of the consecutive words in a Gray code, while the presence of 3 is associated with a generation of the code in the reverse direction. The sequence {4}{1, 4}{1, 2, 4}{2, 4}{2, 3}{1, 2, 3} is an example of a state sequence of a context-independent interactive process of A with initial state {4}.
Without the names of enabled reactions, Figure 3 shows a fragment of the context-independent transition system of A . What is missing are the states which contain neither 3 nor 4, or contain 3 and 4, together with their outgoing arcs. Figure 4 depicts two context-independent interactive processes of A starting in state {4}. The first one is context-independent as the environment does not throw in anything, while the context sequence of the second interactive process is {4}{4}{4}{4}{3}{3}{3}{3}{4} (and so each entity provided as context was also produced as a result of the reactions enabled by the previous state). ♦ 
This reaction system A is derived from A from Example 2.3 under the assumption that entities 3 and 4 are not produced by the system itself but rather provided by the environment as context. Figure 5 depicts three interactive processes in A : (i) in the first one, the environment throws in nine times entity 4 (for forward execution); (ii) in the second interactive process, the context sequence is {4}{4}{3}{4}{4}{3}{4}{4}{3}; and (iii) in the third one, after four 4's there are four 3's and another 4. Note that the state sequence of the last interactive process is identical with the state sequences of the two context-independent interactive processes depicted in Figure 4 . ♦
Direct equivalences and transition system equivalence
Let A = (S, A) and B = (S, B) be two reaction systems with the same background set. The (standard) notions of equivalence are based on the idea that a reaction system is a function from states to states, and that reaction systems are generators of interactive processes: Process equivalence is rather demanding since it relates reaction systems in all possible contexts and compares states in their entirety. For this reason, [16] considered also ways in which one might relax ∼ PROC by taking into account only those interactive processes that begin in certain designated states (∅ = Z ⊆ 2 S ), and allowing only a part (Y ⊆ S) of the background set to be 'visible' to an observer: (STS(CIPROC(B) )). Clearly, A ∼
{1}:{4}
CIPROC A since in both reaction systems the language of state sequences projected on {1} for context-independent interactive processes starting in {4} consists of all nonempty prefixes of (∅{1}{1}∅) * .
In the case of A there are 12 states not depicted in Figure 1 . Some of them contain 1 and none contain 4, and so the result of A on any of them is ∅. The case of A is somewhat more complicated. There are 8 states not depicted in Figure 3: 
Hence, for both systems, the set of state sequences projected on {1} consists of all nonempty prefixes of:
The transition systems associated with reaction systems also lead in a natural way to an equivalence notion. Reaction systems A and B are transition system equivalent, denoted A ∼ TS B, if they induce the same transition system, i.e., TS(A) = TS(B). Similarly, they are context-independent transition system equivalent, denoted by A ∼ CITS B, if they define the same context-independent transition system, namely CITS(A) = CITS(B).
Both ∼ PROC and ∼ TS are equivalences defined in terms of states. They are based on manifestations of behaviour expressed in terms of interactive processes and transition systems, respectively. For a given reaction system, there will normally be loss of behavioural information when one focusses solely on the state sequences of its interactive processes, or of its transition system. In general, it will not be clear for a given state, what has been produced from a previous state and what has been thrown in as context.
As expected, one can show that the equivalence relations ∼ Y :Z PROC form a 'hierarchy', as A ∼ Y :Z PROC B implies A ∼ X:W PROC B, for all X ⊆ Y ⊆ S and ∅ = W ⊆ Z ⊆ 2 S (see [16] ). What is perhaps less expected, is that process equivalence holds whenever reaction systems are equivalent under full observability with respect to any nonempty set of initial states (in fact, even one initial state is sufficient). Moreover, the process, functional, and transition system equivalences coincide.
Proposition 3.2. Let A and B be reaction systems with the same background set S. Then
Proof: 
Enabling equivalence
When considering the result of a single reaction on a given state, then this reaction is either enabled or not. However, in the case of a set of reactions, it is possible that some of the reactions are enabled and some not. For this reason, [17] motivated, introduced, and investigated a notion of equivalence which treats a set of reactions as if it were a single reaction, and so this set is considered relevant only for those states that enable all its reactions.
Considering a set of reactions as one 'block' that acts in unison leads to a different notion of equivalence for reaction systems. Reaction systems A = (S, A) and B = (S, B) are enabling equivalent if, for every X ⊆ S, en A (X) iff en B (X), and en A (X) implies res A (X) = res B (X). We denote this by A B.
There is a syntactic characterisation of enabling equivalence of A and B which allows one to check whether A B just by inspecting the respective sets of reactions. Here a reaction system (S, A) is said to be consistent if R A ∩ I A = ∅. Note that there is a state X ⊆ S that enables A iff (S, A) is consistent. In other words, in order to establish the enabling equivalence of two reaction systems, it is sufficient to compare them as if they had a single reaction. Functional equivalence and enabling equivalence are incomparable notions (see Examples 3.3 and 3.4 in [17] ), but for reaction systems with only a single reaction they coincide.
Enabling process equivalence
The process based equivalence notions discussed so far were all related to functional equivalence in the sense that they all were based on the combined result of the reactions of the reaction systems under consideration. Now we will rely on enabling equivalence for our comparisons which implies that we only consider the result of the reactions of a reaction system on a state when all its reactions are enabled by that state. We use the following notation: for a sequence ξ = X 1 . . . X n of subsets of the background set of a reaction system A = (S, A) we let [ξ] A en be the sequence obtained from ξ by deleting all X i such that neither en A (X i ) nor en A (X i−1 ) (if i > 1). In other words, we retain only those states at which A is enabled, and the states immediately following them. This reflects the idea that we are interested only in states that enable all reactions from A and the result of A on these states. For a set Ξ of sequences of subsets of the background set of reaction system A, we denote [Ξ] A en = {[ξ] A en | ξ ∈ Ξ}. Following this, reaction systems A and B with the same background set are: We denote this respectively by A CIPROC B and A PROC B. It turns out that ci-process enabling equivalence implies enabling equivalence. 
Proof:
Let A = (S, A), B = (S, B) , and let X be any subset of S such that en A (X) (such a subset exists since A is consistent). Then there exists a context-independent process π of A with initial state X satisfying [STS(π)] A en = XY where Y = res A (X). Hence, by A CIPROC B, there exists a context-independent process π of B such that [STS(π )] B en = XY . Thus, by the definition of [STS(CIPROC(B))] B en , we have en B (X) and res B (X) = Y = res A (X).
As the next example demonstrates, the reverse implication does not hold. Figure 6 . The context-independent transition system of reaction system A 1 in Example 4.3 (a), and the context-independent transition system of reaction system A 1 (b), where the X stand for any subset of the background set other than those depicted explicitly. Also, the ci-enabling transition system of A 1 (c), and the ci-enabling transition system of A 1 (d). Note that the bottom left state in (c), and the top right state in (d) have several omitted duplicates. The middle state in (c) and the middle state in the top row in (d) are initial states that correspond to {2, 3} (which, as initial state, is not the state that directly follows the state at which the set of reactions of A 1 and A 1 , respectively, is enabled).
The context-independent transition systems of A 1 and A 1 are given in Figure 6(a, b) . From these (see Proposition 2.2), it is easily seen that
Hence
The discriminating power of ci-process enabling equivalence is greater than that of process enabling equivalence. . We then observe that, by the definition of [STS(PROC(D))] D en , for every X ⊆ S we have:
Moreover, by the definition of [STS(PROC(D))] D en , for every X ⊆ S satisfying en D (X) we have:
(=⇒) Suppose that A PROC B. Then STS A k = STS B k , for k = 1, 2. Let X ⊆ S. Then, by (1) and STS A 1 = STS B 1 , we have en A (X) iff en B (X). Moreover, if en A (X) (and so also en B (X)), then res A (X) = res B (X), which follows from (2) and STS A 2 = STS B 2 . Hence A B.
(⇐=) We first observe that the empty sequence belongs to [STS(PROC(B))] B en , as π = (∅, ∅) is an interactive process of B. Suppose then that A B and X 1 . . . X n ∈ [STS(PROC(A))] A en (n ≥ 1). We proceed by induction on n to show that X 1 . . . X n ∈ [STS(PROC(B))] B en . In the base case, we have X 1 ∈ STS A 1 . Hence, by (1), en A (X 1 ). Thus, by A B, en B (X 1 ). We then observe that π = (X 1 , ∅) is an interactive process of B such that STS(π) = X 1 . This and en B (X 1 ) means that [STS(π)] B en = X 1 . In the induction step we assume that X 1 . . . X n X n+1 ∈ [STS(PROC(A))] A en and X 1 . . . X n ∈ [STS(PROC(B))] B en . The latter means that there is an interactive process π = (γ, δ) of B such that [STS(π)] B en = X 1 . . . X n and STS(π) = ξX n , for some sequence ξ. We then consider two cases. Case 1: en A (X n ). Then, by the definition of [STS(PROC(A))] A en , there is an interactive process π = (γ , δ ) of A such that STS(π ) = ξ X n X n+1 . Hence res A (X n ) ⊆ X n+1 . We then observe that, by A B, en B (X n ) as well as res B (X n ) = res A (X n ) ⊆ X n+1 . Let π = (γ X n+1 , δ res B (X n )). We observe that π is an interactive process of B such that STS(π ) = ξX n (X n+1 ∪ res B (X n )) .
Hence, by res B (X n ) ⊆ X n+1 and en B (X n ) and the induction hypothesis, we obtain:
Case 2: ¬en A (X n ). Then, by the definition of [STS(PROC(A))] A en , we have en A (X n+1 ). Hence, by A B, we also have en A (X n+1 ). Let π = (γ S X n+1 , δ res B (X n ) ∅). We observe that π is a valid interactive process of B. Moreover, we have STS(π ) = STS(π)SX n+1 , and so, by ¬en B (S) and en B (X n+1 ) and the induction hypothesis, we obtain:
In this way, we have shown that [STS(PROC(A))] A en ⊆ [STS(PROC(A))] B en And, similarly, we can show that [STS(PROC(A))] A en ⊇ [STS(PROC(A))] B en . Hence A PROC B.
Enabling transition system equivalence
Next we relate enabling equivalence to the transition systems of reaction systems. 
Then we have A A and A CIPROC A (as the only state where both sets of reactions are enabled is {1, 4}), but the context-independent transition systems of A and A, depicted in Figure 7 , are not only different, but structurally different. Note also that if we could see the initial state of the contextindependent processes of reaction systems, then the reaction systems A and A would no longer be equivalent. This distinction can easily be seen by starting both reaction systems in state {4}. ♦
As a result, providing a characterisation of ci-process enabling equivalence using transition systems calls for a new transition system representation of ci-enabling processes, as described next.
The ci-enabling transition system of a reaction system A = (S, A) is a tuple CITS en (A) = (Q, V, , Q ), where Q is a finite set of nodes, V ⊆ Q × Q is a set of arcs, : Q → 2 S ∪ {λ} is a labelling of the nodes, and Q ⊆ Q is a nonempty set of initial nodes, such that the following hold: Figure 7 . The context-independent transition system of A (a), and the context-independent transition system of A (b). The X stands for any subset of the background set other than those depicted explicitly.
• If en A (P A ) then:
for all X such that en A (X); otherwise (X) = λ.
• If ¬en A (P A ) then:
-(X) = X, for all X such that en A (X); (⊥) = P A ; otherwise (X) = λ.
The state sequences STS(CITS en (A)) of CITS en (A) are defined by
Basically, CITS en (A) is the context-independent transition system of A enriched with labels (and in the second case an additional state ⊥). The empty sequence λ is used as a 'silent' label to hide those states that do not enable the full set of reactions A (or are not the followers of such states). Moreover, a distinction is made between whether or not the set consisting of all products of the reactions of A (i.e., P A ) enables all reactions of A. If not (the second case above), V connects all states X of A with the result of A on X provided that not all reactions of A are enabled by X; otherwise X is connected to ⊥ (that represents res A (X) = P A ) which in turn is connected to res A (P A ). Note that in this (second) case P A is labelled with λ, while ⊥ is labelled with P A . Having the intermediate state ⊥ makes it possible to distinguish between on the one hand the situation when P A is the initial state or has been obtained from only a subset of the available reactions, and on the other hand the situation when P A has been the result of executing all the reactions of A.
The soundness of the definition of ci-enabling transition system follows from the next result, where A CITS B means that STS(CITS en (A)) = STS(CITS en (B)). 
Proof:
It suffices to observe that STS(CITS en (D)) = [STS(PROC(D))] D en , for D ∈ {A, B}, which follows directly from the definitions.
Thus this result provides also a finite means for checking whether two infinite sets of sequences are the same. Figure 8 shows the ci-enabling transition systems of the reaction systems from Example 4.5. Clearly, we have STS(CITS en (A)) = STS(CITS en ( A)). Moreover, Figure 6 Figure 8 . The ci-enabling transition system of reaction system A in Example 4.5 (a), and the ci-enabling transition system of A (b). The rightmost top states stand for several duplicates. The middle state in (a) and the state in the second row in (b) are initial states that correspond to {1, 2, 4} (which, as initial state, is not the state that directly follows the state at which the set of reactions of A and A, respectively, is enabled).
So far it was implicitly assumed that both the initial states and context sequences are unknown to any observers of processes of reaction systems. A detailed analysis of the implications of relaxing these constraints is beyond the scope of the present paper. That such analysis is justified follows from our last result that the enabling process equivalence with visible context sequences has more discriminating power than other equivalences defined so far.
To show this, let A and B be two reaction systems with the same background set. Then A viscxt PROC B if for all interactive processes, π = (γ, δ) and π = (γ, δ ) with the same initial state, of respectively A and B, we have [STS(π)] A en = [STS(π )] B en .
Theorem 4.8. Let A and B be two reaction systems with the same background set. Then:
and no new implications can be added.
The first implication follows directly from the definition viscxt PROC , and the second from Proposition 4.2. The first equivalence follows from Proposition 4.6, and the second from Proposition 4.4. Example 4.3 shows that that the second implication cannot be reversed. Finally, the first implication cannot be reversed, as for the reaction systems in Example 4.5, we have A CIPROC A and A viscxt PROC A. Indeed, it suffices to take the context sequence ∅∅∅ and consider the interactive process π = (∅∅∅, {1, 4}{1, 2, 4}{1, 4}) in A for which we have [STS(π)] A en = {1, 4}{1, 2, 4}{1, 4}. However, there is no interactive process π = (∅∅∅, δ) in A such that [STS(π)] A en = {1, 4}{1, 2, 4}{1, 4}, which can be shown by checking each potential first set in δ.
Concluding remarks
The notion of both static and dynamic equivalence in the domain of reaction systems had been investigated in, e.g., [17, 19, 16, 12] . In this paper, we investigated the concept of enabling equivalence introduced in [17] , which provided a novel way of capturing equivalent evolutions in the living systems. In particular, we investigated possible ways of incorporating such an equivalence as a replacement of functional equivalence in the range of equivalence notions introduced in [16] .
We have demonstrated that enabling equivalence has clearly different discrimination power when compared with functional equivalence which played a central role in [16] . We believe that a further comparison and contrasting of these two approaches to behavioural equivalence in reaction systems is needed. In particular, we plan to investigate this when context sequences are constrained rather than arbitrary and are provided, for instance, by the context controllers introduced in [16] .
